READY

State-of-the-Art,
Smartly Applied

Your expanding IT infrastructure requirements—whether
consolidating assets, seeking greater autonomy or ramping
up capacity in new or existing markets, all while seeking the
best value—can be met with a tailored solution from Vantage
Data Centers. That’s why leading brands across the globe
have chosen us to design, develop and operate many of the
world’s most flexible and scalable data centers. Visit any of
our campuses—our focus on efficiency, operational excellence
and reliability is palpable.
Whether you’re a hyperscaler, cloud provider or large
enterprise, you need a partner ready with a solution that frees
you to focus on your business, even as your IT infrastructure
requirements grow apace. Vantage stands ready to be that
partner today.

business
Better
All to make your
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You need to advance your business strategies with confidence. That’s
why at Vantage, we’ve adopted a forward-looking model created especially
for the ongoing tech revolution. With AI, high-performance computing
and machine learning about to make Moore’s Law look quaint, we took
what we’ve been doing well for over a decade and set out to expand,
standardize and replicate it so we’d be ready for your growth.
SCALE

SPEED-TO-MARKET

We build large-scale campuses (64 to
150+MW) to enable our customers to
grow in place over the long term.

Our proven campus models support
your expansion plans with accelerated
time-to-market, delivering whitespace
in six months or less.

EFFICIENCY
Our standardized, flexible designs
provide predictability, efficiency and
non-stop performance—all supported
by a world-class, highly-responsive
and transparent operations team. The
result is not just a lower total cost of
ownership, but peace of mind with a
partner you can trust.

FINANCIAL STRENGTH
We are backed by a consortium of
investors, including Colony Capital Inc.,
Digital Colony and PSP Investments.
You can rest assured knowing Vantage
has the resources and capital to grow
and scale with you as needed.

go
con figure
The buildings are just the beginning. The technology and infrastructure choices that
surround them, and the people who stand behind them, are the real story. It’s a story
that our customers—from Fortune 100 companies to high-growth enterprises across
various industries—have enjoyed firsthand, thanks to a foundation of transparency
and unwavering support. Whichever Vantage Data Centers service you choose, you’ll
receive timely and ongoing support that helps you move your business forward.
Wherever you want to be.
In more places today with more space, more
power and more efficiency, we’re ready to help
you navigate rapid changes in today’s business
world. We’ve located our campuses in some
of the most strategic sites across the globe,
including tech hubs in the U.S. and Canada, as
well as Tier I and Tier II markets across Europe.

Unwavering support, whether
you’re on-site or off.
We offer supporting fit-out services that
prepare you for any eventuality. Need electrical
distribution installed? Need your office space
built out? We’ll work with you to create the
perfect environment to support your data
module and on-site needs.

RACK READY
With breakers and outlets in place, rack ready spaces are the most turnkey of
turnkey solutions. Simply load your equipment into your secure space, make your
network connections, and you’re up and running in no time. Of course, we’re here
throughout to answer any questions and provide support where needed.

WHITESPACE
Providing wholesale capacity for your critical IT infrastructure, our data
modules are ready for you to configure as you want. You control the location
and installation of breakers, outlets and network connections, all to match your
vision of the most efficient use of space.

BUILD-TO-SUIT
Have designs that feature brand new and out-of-the-box ways to power, cool,
connect or maintain? We’ll work with you to build a truly custom data center that
meets your capacity requirements and unique needs.

The basics done better.
All while raising the bar for

NEW
standards

You deserve a data center partner ready to ensure your technology and
applications are powered, cooled, protected and connected, when and how
you want them. We’ve standardized our campuses to reliably deliver all of
the above, while remaining flexible enough to meet your specific needs.

POWER

SECURITY & COMPLIANCE

AMENITIES

Vantage offers you 1GW of critical IT
capacity with N+1 redundancy across all
systems for uninterrupted operations; you
can choose from flexible densities within
your data modules. We seek green power
sources wherever possible, while delivering
an industry leading PUE of <1.3.

Our rigorous policies meet or exceed
industry standards. A visitor management
system, 24-hour on-site security
patrols, access badges, biometric dual
authentication and video monitoring are
standard. Before accessing the main data
center area, all personnel pass through a
tiered security zone architecture only after
satisfying increasing levels of authorization.
We stand ready to add additional measures
around your data modules as needed.

We make sure you’ll have all you need to
function efficiently and effectively, from
striking and uncommon common areas
to the flexibility to create the perfect work
space exclusively for your personnel. The
office, meeting and storage spaces you
need for your equipment and personnel
are available, as well as well-stocked
kitchens and break rooms just for relaxing.

COOLING
Our choice of air-cooled chillers in a
closed-loop system not only saves a
precious resource—water—but reduces
energy use as well, all while delivering
unequaled efficiency. The result is an
advanced cooling system with N+2
redundancy across our data centers,
designed to be climate-independent and
environmentally responsible.

CONNECTIVITY
Partnering with more than 25 carriers, we
are carrier-neutral and offer both lit and
dark fiber to enable you to best manage
your network. Each campus has a minimum
of three points-of-entry with diverse
pathways into a facility and into your data
module for both resiliency and redundancy.

A multitude of certifications offer proof of
our commitment to helping you achieve
your compliance and audit requirements.

ROOM DESIGN
We have a proven record of supporting
high-density compute up to 300 watts
per square foot. Focused on providing
maximum flexibility in data module
configuration, we offer both slab and
raised floor options, 12' 6" clearance
ceiling heights, lighting adaptable to your
rack placement and multiple options for
fire protection.

SUSTAINABILITY
From seeking renewable power sources
wherever possible to zero water waste,
from solar generation of non-critical
power for office lighting to electric
vehicle charging stations and on-site
recycling, we share your commitment
to environmental responsibility.

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE
Our processes and technologies are not
simply written into an SLA, but practiced
with rigor by Vantage personnel at every
level of responsibility. This uncompromising
adherence to proven protocols provides
the same experience across the globe,
with on-site teams fully certified to perform
ongoing and preventive maintenance for
nonstop performance.

Supporting the ongoing
tech revolution—

Driven
by You

Ready to help you
change the world.

By empowering our clients’ businesses, we’re helping people
connect all across the world; meet virtually, whether as
co-workers or family; start and run businesses; fully enjoy
new technologies; safely archive photos and documents that
are truly priceless or simply irreplaceable to one person.
Recognizing our role in enabling all of the above, we’ve evolved
a replicable and scalable blueprint for bringing together the
elements needed to serve the most demanding customers.
Focusing on scale, speed-to-market, efficiency, sustainability
and operational excellence, we employ our blueprint to ensure
your success, and the success of our partnership. When you
don’t have to think about how your data center is running, you
can focus on taking your business to the next level.
When you want to reduce capital expenses, or when your
business needs streamlined, efficient expansion, we’re ready.
When you come to the planning table, we’re ready to be your
partner with actionable solutions. And when transparency and
predictability are must-haves, we’re ready with the technology
and operating principles to help you sleep well at night.
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